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1. Introduction 
This   document   describes   the   design   document   for   the   RepoMining   project,   a   web 

repository   for   temporal   data   intended   for   data   mining   and   analysis.   The   system   integrates   data 
from   different   resources   and   allows   users   to   upload,   download,   and   visualize   data   featuring   the 
projects   GUI.   The   main   focus   of   this   GUI   is   to   be   able   to   verify   that   there   was   a   change   in   the 
target   variable   specified   by   the   user,   come   up   with   the   variables   that   affected   the   target,   find 
correlation   onto   why   was   there   a   change,   and   to   predict   the   possible   value   after   a   certain   period 
of   time.  
 

2. Definitions 
GUI 

   Graphical   User   Interface   which   allow   users   to   interact   with   the   repository,  

UML   Diagram 

Unified Modeling language which allows visualization of the key parts and           

method   of   the   repository.  

Question   1  

Is   there   a   significant   change   in   the   target   variable? 

Question   2 

Why was there a significant change, and what are the top-k variables that are              

correlated   to   the   target   variable? 

Question   3 

What   is   the   value   of   the   target   variable   in   the   next   timestamp?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3. System   Architecture   Design 
3.1. High-level   Functional   Diagram 

  
3.2. Functionalities   of   Each   Module 
.CSV   File 

Data   is   obtained   in   .CSV   files   and   the   program   determines   if   the   file   is   written   in 
the   correct   format. 
 
Upload   Data 

The   data   in   the   file   is   analyzed   and   if   in   the   program   determines   that   the   data   can 
be   accepted,   it   stores   a   description   of   the   file   and   its   data   for   future   use.  
 
Set   Tag 

The   program   is   able   to   create   user-defined   tags   to   the   documents   to   allow   a 
quickly   and   more   organized   search   through   the   repository   to   later   compare   the   data   and 
calculate   correlation   between   the   uploaded   data   and   the   saved   data.  
 
Set   Target  

User   defines   the   target   variable   to   the   program   manually. 



Metadata 
Includes   a   description   of   the   variables,   a   tag   for   narrowing   the   results,   start/end 

timestamp,   and   if   the   data   is   of   public   or   private   use.  
 
Narrow   Data 

The   search   of   correlated   variables   is   narrowed   down   to   be   able   to   answer 
Questions   1,   2,   and   3.   The   software   will   have   no   more   than   10   correlated   variables   found 
by   performing   Linear   Regression   and   Pearson   Correlation;   search   is   implemented   as   well 
as   the   selection   of   variables.  
 
Question   1 

Program   determines   if   there   was   a   significant   change   in   the   target   variable   defined 
by   the   user;   the   execution   of   the   algorithm   should   take   no   more   than   1   second.  
 
Question   2 

Program   compares   the   variables   that   mostly   correlate   and   affect   the   target 
variable,   answering   Question   2.   Execution   of   the   algorithm   should   take   no   more   than   1 
second.  
 
Question   3 

If   there   was   a   significant   change   in   the   target   variable,   and   if   there   was   correlation 
between   the   compared   data,   the   program   calculates   and   forecasts   the   next   possible   value 
for   the   target   variable   for   some   determined   period   of   time.  
 
Visualize   Data 

The   program   outputs   a   graph   showing   the   comparison   between   the   target   variable, 
the   top-k   variables,   and   the   next   possible   value.  
 

 

4. Sketch   of   General   User   Interface 
4.1. Illustrate   Key   Functionalities 
There   are   seven   pages   on   the   Web   Application   planned:   a   Main   Page,   Data   Provider 

Page,   Choose   of   Metadata,   Data   Consumer   Page,   Question   1   Page,   Question   2   Page,   and   a 
Question   3   Page. 
 
Main   Page 

Features   the   name   of   the   project,   RepoMining,   as   well   as   a   quick   welcome   message.   The 
page   is   split   into   halves:   one   half   has   a   display   of   ‘Data   Provider’,   indicating   that   if   the   user   is 



providing   data   that   they   should   click   on   the   double-arrow   button   to   be   redirected.   The   other   side 
is   the   ‘Data   Consumer’   side,   so   if   the   user   is   looking   to   use   data   they   should   click   on   the   double 
arrows   on   the   right   side   to   be   redirected   to   the   Data   Consumer   Page. 

 
 
Data   Provider   Page 

Features   an   area   to   upload   a   file,   and   an   upload   button.   Once   file   has   been   accepted, 
prompt   user   to   input   tags.   Error   message   is   planned   to   appear   underneath   the   ‘RepoMining’   text. 

 



Choose   of   Metadata 
Add   description,   timestamps,   tags,   and   type   of   the   data   uploaded.  

 
Data   Consumer   Page 

Prompts   user   for   a   target   variable.   Future   enhancements   is   to   allow   user   the   option   to 
insert   additional   search   tags   to   narrow   data   down. 

 
 



Question   One   Page 
Displays   the   results   of   answering   Q1   in   visual/graphic   form.   There   is   a   double   arrow 

button   on   the   right   side   to   move   to   the   next   question.   Also   featured   on   the   page   is   a   button   to 
download   the   csv   file   for   Q1. 
 

 
 

 
Question   Two   Page 

Displays   the   results   of   answering   Q2   in   visual/graphic   form.   There   is   a   double   arrow   on 
both   sides   to   go   backwards   to   Question   One   Page   or   forwards   to   Question   Three   Page.   Also 
featured   on   the   page   is   a   button   to   download   the   csv   file   for   Q2. 

 



 
Question   Three   Page 

Displays   the   results   of   answering   Q3   in   visual/graphic   form.   There   is   a   double   arrow   on 
both   sides   to   go   backwards   to   Question   Two   Page   or   forwards   to   the   Main   Page.   Also   featured 
on   the   page   is   a   button   to   download   the   csv   file   for   Q3. 

 
 

5. Algorithms,   Database,   Protocols  
● Algorithms   for   z-Score,   Linear   Regression,   Pearson   Correlation.  
● SQL   for   Database   setup   for   Metadata. 
● Search   Algorithms. 
● Narrowing   Data. 
● Data   Organization   in   Database. 
● Files   Repository. 

 


